Abstract. We present a novel algorithm based on "loop constraints" for assembling non-overlapping square-piece jigsaw puzzles where the rotation and the position of each piece are unknown. Our algorithm finds small loops of puzzle pieces which form consistent cycles. These small loops are in turn aggregated into higher order "loops of loops" in a bottom-up fashion. In contrast to previous puzzle solvers which avoid or ignore puzzle cycles, we specifically seek out and exploit these loops as a form of outlier rejection. Our algorithm significantly outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms in puzzle reconstruction accuracy. For the most challenging type of image puzzles with unknown piece rotation we reduce the reconstruction error by up to 70%. We determine an upper bound on reconstruction accuracy for various data sets and show that, in some cases, our algorithm nearly matches the upper bound.
Introduction
Puzzle assembly problems have aroused people's intellectual interests for centuries and are also vital tasks in fields such as archeology [18] . The most significant physical remnants of numerous past societies are the pots they leave behind, but sometimes meaningful historical information is only accessible when the original complete shape is reconstructed from scattered pieces. Computational puzzle solvers assist researchers with not only configuring pots from their fragments [16] but also reconstructing shredded documents or photographs [21, 11] . Puzzle solvers may also prove useful in computer forensics, where deleted block-based image data (e.g. JPEG) is difficult to recognize and organize [9] . Puzzle solvers are also used in image synthesis and manipulation by allowing scenes to be seamlessly rearranged while preserving the original content [3] . This paper proposes a computational puzzle solver for non-overlapping square-piece jigsaw puzzles. Many prior puzzle assembly algorithms [4, 13, 19, 6, 15] assume that the orientation of each puzzle piece is known and only the location of each piece is unknown. These are called "Type 1" puzzles. More difficult are "Type 2" puzzles where the orientation of each piece is also unknown [8] . Our algorithm assembles both Type 1 and Type 2 puzzles with no anchor points and no information about the dimensions of the puzzles. Our system is also capable of simultaneously reconstructing multiple puzzles whose pieces are mixed together [18] .
The most challenging aspect of puzzle reconstruction is the number of successive local matching decisions that must be correct to achieve an accurate reconstruction. matches with no false positive matches. Even if the pairwise matches can be found with 0.99 precision (rate of true matches in positive matches), the likelihood that a naive algorithm will chain together 431 true matches is only 0.013. Our method focuses not on a dissimilarity metric between pairs of pieces but on a strategy to recover the complete shape from fragments given a dissimilarity metric. Thus, our method can be extended to the various types of puzzle problems without significant modification. The key idea in our puzzle solver, which stands in contrast to previous strategies, is to explicitly find all small loops or cycles of pieces and in turn group these small loops into higher order "loops of loops" in a bottom-up fashion. Our method uses these puzzle loops, specifically 4-cycles, as a form of outlier rejection whereas previous methods, e.g. Gallagher [8] , treat cycles as a nuisance and avoid them by constructing cycle-free trees of puzzle pieces. During the bottom-up assembly, some of the small loops discovered may be spurious. Our algorithm then proceeds top-down to merge unused loop assemblies onto the dominant structures if there is no geometric conflict. Otherwise, the loop assemblies are broken into sub-loops and the merging is attempted again with smaller loops. If the loops of 4 pieces still geometrically conflict with the dominant structures, we remove them as an another form of outlier rejection. We test our method with various Type 1 and Type 2 puzzle datasets to verify that our solver outperforms state-of-the-art methods [4, 13, 19, 6, 8, 15] . Our contributions are summarized below:
-We propose a conceptually simple bottom-up assembly strategy which operates on top of any existing metric for piece similarity. Our method requires no random field formulations with complex inference procedures, no learning, and no tree construction over a graph of puzzle pieces. -The proposed square puzzle solver approaches precision 1 (perfect reconstructions)
given dissimilarity metrics used in prior literature. We empirically show that the precision of pair matches is likely to increase as pieces (or small loops of pieces) are assembled into higher order loops and reaches 1. Specifically, when our solver is able to construct loop assemblies of puzzle pieces above a dimension 1 of 4 or 5, the configurations are always correct -piece pair matches in the assemblies are all true positives. Details are discussed in Section 3. -Our solver significantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods [4, 13, 19, 6, 8, 15] with the standard data sets [4, 12, 13] . For the more challenging Type 2 puzzle setup, we reduce the error rate by up to 70% from the most accurate prior work [8] . In fact, we show that our algorithm is approaching the theoretical upper bound in reconstruction accuracy on the data set from Cho et al. [4] . -We evaluate the robustness of Type 2 puzzle solving strategies to image noise (iid Gaussian noise). At high noise levels, the performance gap between our work and previous methods [8] is even more pronounced.
Related Work
Initiated by Freeman and Gardner [7] , the puzzle solving problem has been addressed numerous times in the literature. An overview of puzzle tasks and strategies is well described in [8] . Our puzzle solver is in a line with recent works [2, 4, 13, 19, 6, 8, 15 ] which
